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Abstract

The expression of quantitative traits is complex, often the result of multiple genes acting
in concert, and interacting with the environment. Determining the genetic control of
quantitative traits can be accomplished using
a number of methods to link genotype to
phenotype, such as linkage-based quantitative
trait locus (QTL) mapping, genome-wide
association
mapping
(GWAS),
and
multi-parent mapping including nested association mapping (NAM) and multi-parent
advanced generation intercrosses (MAGIC).
A wide array of germplasm resources are
available for mapping QTL in maize. The
purpose of this chapter is to provide a brief
overview of QTL mapping methods, to
provide background about commonly used
germplasm resources, and to discuss the
strengths and weakness of each.

10.1

Introduction

Quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping entails
ﬁnding an association between a genetic marker
and a measurable phenotype. Researchers work
from the phenotype to the genotype, using statistical techniques to localize chromosomal
regions that contain genes and/or non-coding
sequences contributing to the phenotypic variation of a quantitative trait in a given population.
Most traits of interest in plant breeding show
quantitative inheritance, which complicates the
selection process since phenotypic performances
only partially reflect the genetic values of individuals. The genetic variation of a quantitative
trait is controlled by the collective effects of QTL
(epistasis), interactions between QTL, the environment, and QTL by environment interactions.
The goal of this chapter is to provide an
overview of methods to detect genotype-tophenotype associations for quantitative traits
and to provide information about populations
that are already available. This is not meant to be
an exhaustive review of all traits or QTL associations as each trait group is covered in a different chapter of this book.
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10.1.1 Qualitative Versus
Quantitative Traits

10.1.3 Unknown Genetic
Architectures of Traits

In genetics, we can divide traits into two categories based on their effects on phenotype: qualitative and quantitative. Qualitative traits have
discontinuous phenotypic variation, meaning a
qualitative trait can ﬁt into discrete categories.
These are traits that can be referred to simply as
“yes or no” traits, where an individual either has
the trait or it does not. Usually, a single gene or a
small number of genes control qualitative traits.
Conversely, quantitative traits display a continuous range of variation. Examples of quantitative traits include plant height, flowering time,
and yield. These traits do not ﬁt into discrete
categories and have a continuous distribution.
Generally, a larger number of genes control
quantitative traits. Due to the continuous distribution of phenotypic values, quantitative genetics must employ statistical methods to link
phenotypes to genotypes.

Not all aspects of the genetic architecture of a
particular trait are known. There are a variety of
sources that contribute to the heritability and the
genetic architecture of the trait.

10.1.2 What Are QTL?
A QTL is a region of DNA that is associated with
a particular trait, which varies in degree and
which can be attributed to polygenic effects (i.e.,
the product of two or more genes and the environment) (Members of the Complex Trait 2003).
The number of QTL which explain variation in
the phenotypic trait is indicative of the genetic
architecture for that trait; the more QTL, the
more complex the trait.
A QTL is not a gene; at least not in the initial
stages of discovery. A QTL is a large region of
the genome (usually many centiMorgans and
Mbp of DNA) which is linked to or contains the
gene(s) that control a trait. QTL mapping is often
a ﬁrst step in identifying the actual genes
underlying the trait because it is used to identify
candidate genes in the genomic region. For genes
whose function is already known, candidates can
be identiﬁed based on pathways and gene
expression networks. Genes of unknown function in the region can be compared to other
species to identify homology-based candidates.

10.1.3.1 Heritability
The goal of the plant breeder is to improve
phenotypic values in a population by identifying
and selecting superior genotypes. Because environment also affects the phenotype, there is not a
perfect correspondence between phenotypic and
genotypic values. To predict the outcome of
selection in a collection of genotypes, a breeder
must know the level of correspondence between
phenotypic and genotypic values; this is known
as heritability. Speciﬁcally, heritability is the
percentage of the phenotypic variance that is
attributable to differences among individuals in
genotypic value and ranges from 0 (completely
environmental) to 1 (completely genetic).
Although the heritability of a trait depends on
how it is measured, in what environment(s) it is
measured, and which plants are measured, different traits of maize tend to have different values
of heritability. Qualitative traits, such as cob
color and pericarp color, often have a value of
heritability close to 1. Heritability values for
quantitative traits are typically less but can vary
greatly. For example, heritability can be very
high for flowering (0.94; Buckler et al. 2009) and
kernel protein content (0.83; Cook et al. 2012).
In contrast, grain yield often has a signiﬁcantly
lower heritability. As a rule, traits with greater
heritability can be modiﬁed more easily by
selection and breeding than traits with lower
heritability.
10.1.3.2 Number of Causal Loci
The term causal locus is deﬁned as a functional
genetic locus that influences and helps to explain
the trait of interest. The number of causal loci
contributing to a phenotype varies for different
traits. Some traits are governed by many loci
with smaller effects as is the case with flowering
time (at least 39 QTL; Buckler et al. 2009), while
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others are governed by fewer loci with larger
effects (average of 4 to 5 QTL for amino acid
content in grain; Deng et al. 2017). Generally,
the more causal loci, the smaller the effect of
each locus.

10.1.3.3 Magnitude of the Effects
of Loci
Loci with larger effect sizes are more easily
detected, while loci with smaller effect sizes are
harder to detect. As a result of this, a large
fraction of the genetic architecture of many
complex traits is not well understood.
Small-effect QTLs are often physically linked in
a cluster or linked to large-effect QTL and fractionate during ﬁne mapping, and there are often
extensive epistatic interactions between smalland large-effect QTLs (Studer and Doebley
2011). A more complete understanding of
quantitative traits will require a better understanding of the numbers, effect sizes, and genetic
interactions of small-effect QTL.

10.2

Linkage-Based QTL Mapping

In linkage-based QTL mapping, QTL are mapped by identifying molecular markers that correlate with an observed trait (Veldboom et al.
1994; Grimmer et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2009).
This type of mapping depends upon recent
genetic recombination between two different
plant lines (as a result of a genetic cross) to
identify general regions of interest.

10.2.1 Population Structure
Linkage-based QTL mapping requires the
development of a mapping population, usually
by crossing parents differing for the trait(s) of
interest; e.g., tall x short, resistant x susceptible,
high x low. The most common population
structures include (1) F2 populations, (2) F2:3
populations which are created by self-pollinating
the F2s to allow for replicated phenotypic trials,
(3) BC1 populations where the F1 is backcrossed
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to the parent with the low/susceptible phenotype,
(4) recombinant inbred line (RIL) populations
where the F2s are self-pollinated many generations to near homozygosity in order to stabilize
the genetics within each family, and (5) intermated RIL populations which allow for additional recombination prior to inbreeding.
Because there is limited opportunity for recombination during the development of these population types, the linkage blocks are large and
require only moderate marker density to deﬁne
the recombination events.

10.2.2 Statistical Analyses
Analysis of variance (ANOVA), also known as
single-marker regression, is the simplest
method of linkage-based QTL mapping and
was commonly used in the 1990s. The ANOVA
method involves a marker regression at the
marker, and provides an F statistic and associated p value for each marker. When the markers
are widely spaced, the QTL may be quite far
from all markers, causing low power for QTL
detection.
Interval mapping makes use of a genetic map
of the markers to interpolate locations between
markers and, like ANOVA, assumes the presence
of single QTL (Lander and Botstein 1989). Each
locus is considered at one time, and the logarithm
of odds ratio (LOD score) can be calculated for
the comparison of two hypotheses: the presence
of a QTL at a given position versus a model with
no QTL at that position. A signiﬁcance level is
calculated by performing permutation testing
(Churchill and Doerge 1994).
Composite interval mapping (CIM) can
determine the location and effect size of QTL
more accurately than single-QTL approaches,
especially in small mapping populations where
the effect of correlation between genotypes in the
mapping population may be problematic. CIM is
performed by using a subset of marker loci,
usually identiﬁed by single-marker ANOVA, as
covariates. These markers serve as proxies for
unlinked QTL to increase the resolution of
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interval mapping, by accounting for linked QTL
and reducing the residual variation (Lynch and
Walsh 1998).

resolution due to limited recombination during
population development. This low resolution can
be alleviated by greatly increasing population
size and/or increasing recombination through the
use of advanced intercrosses.

10.2.3 Advantages of Linkage-Based
QTL Mapping

10.3
There are many methods for linkage-based QTL
mapping, and each has its advantages and disadvantages. Single-marker analysis is generally a
good choice when the goal is simple detection of
a QTL linked to a marker, rather than estimation
of its actual position. Interval mapping offers a
further increase in power of detection and more
precise estimates of QTL effects and position.
CIM considers the intervals between markers
plus a few other well-chosen markers in each
analysis, attempting to reduce or remove bias that
occurs when multiple QTLs are linked to the
marker/interval being considered (Lynch and
Walsh 1998). One advantage all methods have in
common is that linkage-based QTL mapping
requires few genetic markers to ensure
genome-wide coverage. In addition, depending
on the population structure, the allelic classes are
more balanced as compared to association analysis; see below. For example, in an F2 population, 50% of the alleles are expected to originate
from each parent leading to higher statistical
power per allele.

10.2.4 Disadvantages
of Linkage-Based QTL
Mapping
Linkage-based QTL mapping is limited to the
genetic diversity present in the parents of the
segregating population, leading to low allele
richness. Both single-marker regression and
interval mapping approaches are biased when
multiple QTL are linked to the maker/interval
being tested. When using CIM, the biggest concern is ﬁnding suitable marker loci to serve as
covariates in the analysis to help remove or
reduce bias. The primary disadvantage of
linkage-based approaches is the low mapping

Association Mapping

Association mapping was originally designed for
the analysis of human diseases, but is now
extensively used in plant genetics research as
either a candidate gene association by studying
single-nucleotide polymorphisms within candidate genes or as a genome-wide association study
(GWAS) using anonymous molecular markers
distributed across the whole genome.
Association mapping, also known as linkage
disequilibrium (LD) mapping, is a method of
mapping QTL that takes advantage of historic
linkage disequilibrium to link phenotypes to
genotypes, uncovering genetic associations
(Buckler and Thornsberry 2002). It is based on
the idea that polymorphisms underlying the trait
that have entered a population only recently will
be linked to the surrounding genetic sequence of
the original evolutionary ancestor, or in other
words will more often be found within a given
haplotype, than outside of it.

10.3.1 Population Structure
and Linkage
Disequilibrium
Association mapping is generally conducted in
germplasm panels consisting of pre-existing
unrelated materials; i.e., no population development is required. The more diverse the germplasm is, the more rapidly LD decays within the
population and the better the mapping resolution,
but the more markers are required. However, if
the population is too diverse, there will be a high
proportion of low-frequency alleles which are
either ﬁltered out (e.g., minor allele frequencies
less than 0.05) or have low statistical power.
Finally, if the population has genetic structure,
then the uneven distribution of alleles among the
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subpopulations could lead to false positives
unless population structure is accounted for in
the statistical model (Yu et al. 2006). The art of
assembling an association panel lies in balancing
these factors.

(b) are linked to/in linkage disequilibrium with a
QTL that contributes to the trait of interest.

10.3.2 Types of Association Mapping

Association mapping has several advantages
over linkage mapping in traditional biparental
populations: (1) Currently existing populations
are used rather than generating a population via a
biparental cross; (2) a potentially large number
of alleles per locus—compared to only two—can
be surveyed simultaneously; and (3) dramatically increased resolution can be achieved
(Flint-Garcia et al. 2005). Given enough statistical power and marker coverage, the low LD in
maize may allow for the identiﬁcation of the
causative polymorphism within a candidate gene.

10.3.2.1 Candidate Gene Based
As mentioned above, association mapping can be
candidate gene based in which single-nucleotide
polymorphisms are studied within candidate
genes (Castiblanco et al. 2017). Genes associated
with a phenotype of interest are selected for
association mapping, and polymorphisms in only
these pre-selected genes are identiﬁed and tested
for association with the trait. Candidate
gene-based approaches remain the most effective
way of dissecting complex traits for species
where sufﬁciently dense marker assays are not
yet developed (Thavamanikumar et al. 2011), a
situation that is becoming increasingly rare with
the advent of next-generation sequencing-based
marker systems.
10.3.2.2 Genome-Wide Association
Studies (GWAS)
GWAS studies investigate the entire genome, by
rapidly scanning markers across a genome to
identify SNPs associated with a particular phenotype. GWAS requires corrections for population structure using PCA and/or kinship matrices
in order to prevent false positives (Yu et al.
2006). Depending on the germplasm and the
extent of linkage disequilibrium, GWAS generally cannot identify which polymorphisms are
causal but often identiﬁes the likely candidate
gene. To date, GWAS experiments have been
performed for a variety of traits in maize; see
below for examples.
GWAS experiments are performed by scanning the entire genome for signiﬁcant associations between a panel of SNPs and a particular
phenotype. Associations must then be independently veriﬁed in order to show that they either
(a) contribute to the trait of interest directly, or

10.3.3 Advantages of Association
Mapping

10.3.4 Disadvantages of Association
Mapping
Association mapping requires extensive knowledge of SNP relationships within the genome,
particularly in maize where LD breaks down
rapidly in diverse germplasm (Flint-Garcia et al.
2003), implying that tens of millions of SNPs
may be required to characterize the haplotype
structure. GWAS may have reduced statistical
power for detecting rare alleles because the
power for detecting a QTL is determined by the
frequency of alleles (Myles et al. 2009). False
positives can be seen due to population structure;
however, there are ways to correct for population
structure (Thornsberry et al. 2001). If population
structure contributes to the variation in your trait,
over-correcting for population structure may lead
you to many false negatives.

10.4

Nested Association Mapping

Linkage analysis and association mapping are two
commonly used approaches to dissect the genetic
architecture of quantitative traits (Mackay 2001;
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Lander and Schork 1994). Linkage analysis and
association mapping are complementary approaches: Linkage analysis often identiﬁes large
chromosome regions of interest with relatively
low marker coverage, while association mapping
provides high resolution with very high marker
coverage (Thornsberry et al. 2001; Hirschhorn
and Daly 2005). Nested association mapping
(NAM) aims to create an integrated mapping
population speciﬁcally designed for a full genome
scan with high mapping resolution and high
power for QTL with different effect sizes.
The NAM strategy addresses complex trait dissection at a fundamental level through generating
a common mapping resource that enables
researchers to efﬁciently exploit genetic, genomic,
and systems biology tools (Yu et al. 2008). Currently, the NAM strategy has been employed for
maize (McMullen et al. 2009) and other species
(Fragoso et al. 2017; Song et al. 2017; Bajgain
et al. 2016), with NAM populations under
development for many other species.

10.4.1 Advantages of NAM
NAM takes advantage of both historic and recent
recombination events in order to achieve low
marker density requirements, high allele richness, high mapping resolution, and high statistical power, with none of the disadvantages of
either linkage analysis or association mapping.
This allows for the discovery of QTL with
greater precision and accuracy. Parental alleles
are shuffled over several generations through
segregation and genetic recombination providing
new combinations of alleles for study. NAM
populations also have an added beneﬁt, in that
they can function as an archive for genetic
diversity.

10.4.2 Disadvantages of NAM
Unless a NAM population already exists as in the
case of maize, a new population must be generated which utilizes both time and resources.
Challenges include ensuring that the pedigree of

each cross is maintained while advancing to the
next generation, that the founders are diverse
enough to carry different alleles for important
characteristics, and that near-complete homozygosity is reached in the ﬁnal population.
While NAM captures thousands of recombination events, recombination and segregation distortion vary among different families which can
limit the precision of genetic dissection of
quantitative traits (McMullen et al. 2009; Ladejobi et al. 2016).

10.5

Available QTL Mapping
Populations and Germplasm
Resources

10.5.1 Intermated B73/Mo17 (IBM)
Hundreds of linkage-based QTL populations
have been created over the past 30 years; each is
focused on a speciﬁc trait(s) but rarely made
available to the public. However, the maize
community in the public sector has championed
the use of the intermated B73 × Mo17
(IBM) population as a central linkage mapping
resource because of the historical value of the
two parents and the value of merging the genetic
map (IBM) to the maize genome (B73) (Coe
et al. 2002).
The IBM population was the ﬁrst widely used
QTL population derived from additional generations of intermating prior to inbreeding (Lee
et al. 2002). The IBM is comprised of approximately 300 RILs, 94 of which are referred to as
“the core set.” The RILs were derived from the
single-cross hybrid of inbreds B73 (female) and
Mo17 (Lee et al. 2002). A single F1 plant was
self-pollinated to produce the F2 generation. In
the F2, plants were used once, as male or female,
in a cross with another plant so that 250 pairs of
plants were mated. A single kernel was taken
from each ear and bulked with the seed of the
other ears to form the Syn1 generation. This
procedure was repeated for four additional generations to produce the Syn5 generation. The
increased opportunity for recombination in IBM
has resulted in an almost four-fold increase in the
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genetic map distance compared with conventional non-intermated RIL populations, allowing
for more precise deﬁnition of QTLs. IBM has
been widely used for developing genetic markers
and anchoring them to the genetic map as well as
the physical map (Coe et al. 2002) and for
studying the genetic architecture of numerous
traits (e.g., Eichten et al. 2011; Ordas et al. 2009;
Rodríguez et al. 2008; Zhang et al. 2010a; Baxter
et al. 2013; Balint-Kurti et al. 2007; Dubois et al.
2010; Hazen et al. 2003).

10.5.2 Association Panels
Describing the commonly used association panels is a somewhat difﬁcult task. They do not
require additional population development as
they are typically collections of materials previously created by multiple groups. Because of
this, association panels are extremely easy to
modify by merging panels together, dropping
various groups of germplasm from a panel based
on phenology (e.g., adaptation to temperate or
tropical environments) and/or germplasm availability (e.g., not all germplasm is publicly
available), and customizing panels for speciﬁc
traits by adding lines chosen for extremes in the
trait. Studies often report phenotypes on multiple
panels for the same trait(s), and the results are
compared in the context of allele frequencies and
population structure. The following is a short list
of the most commonly used association panels.

10.5.2.1 Maize 282 Association Panel
The maize 282 association panel was one the
earliest association panels in maize and consists
of breeding lines assembled by Major Goodman
(Flint-Garcia et al. 2005). The very ﬁrst maize
association panel by Thornsberry et al. (2001)
consisted of 102 inbred lines, but it was quickly
realized that this small of a panel had insufﬁcient
power to detect QTL; hence, it was increased to
302 inbred lines (Flint-Garcia et al. 2005) based
on pedigree information (e.g., Gerdes et al. 1993)
and prior to the availability of SNPs to characterize germplasm relationships. After genotyping, a number of isolines (highly related lines
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derived from backcrossing with B73, for example) were identiﬁed and removed from the panel
yielding the current 282 association panel. The
282 panel, also known as the Goodman–Buckler
panel, represents a sample of the diversity present in the public sector including current
breeding lines (at the time of development) as
well as historically important lines from both
temperate and tropical programs. This association panel has been used for a variety of association studies since its creation (e.g., Krill et al.
2010; Hung et al. 2012; Cook et al. 2012; Hu
et al. 2018; Diepenbrock et al. 2017; Hu et al.
2017; Olukolu et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2010b;
Butron et al. 2010; Harjes et al. 2008; Benke
et al. 2015; Samayoa et al. 2015; Olukolu et al.
2013).

10.5.2.2 Ames Association Panel
The USDA North Central Regional Plant Introduction Station (NCRPIS) in Ames, Iowa,
maintains over 3000 maize inbreds from around
the world. The Ames panel was created by
choosing over 2500 inbred lines from the
NCRPIS inbred collection based only on sufﬁcient seed availability and a minimum of ﬁve
generations of self-pollination to ensure an
inbred nature, and represents nearly a century of
maize breeding efforts. The panel has been
genotypically characterized by genotyping-bysequencing (GBS; Elshire et al. 2011) in order to
assist with curatorial management of germplasm
collections and to evaluate diversity within
breeding programs (Romay et al. 2013) and for
use in association mapping (Lu et al. 2015; Xue
et al. 2016; Peiffer et al. 2014; Zila et al. 2013).
Because the population is so large and genetically diverse, subsets of lines from the Ames
association panel have been used successfully to
characterize many different traits (Pace et al.
2015).
10.5.2.3 Wisconsin Diversity Panel
A subset of the Ames panel with a reduced
phenology for adaptation to the northern corn
belt was chosen and is known as the Wisconsin
Diversity Panel (WiDiv). This panel contains 627
lines selected based on flowering in the target
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environment of Wisconsin, agronomic suitability, uniformity, and seed supply (Hansey et al.
2011).
Many of the WiDiv panel lines trace back to
eight open-pollinated populations including Iowa
Stiff Stalk, Minnesota No. 13, Reid Yellow Dent,
Lancaster Surecrop, Golden Glow, Funk Yellow
Dent, Pride of Saline, and Krug among others.
Having multiple genotypes derived from the
same open-pollinated population helps to maintain a balance of allele frequencies which results
in increased statistical power. The WiDiv has
been used in a number of high throughput image
analysis projects to investigate stalk, tassel, ear,
and kernel morphology traits (Miller et al. 2017;
Gustin et al. 2013; Heckwolf et al. 2015; Muttoni
et al. 2012), and for GWAS studies of
juvenile-to-adult vegetative and vegetative-toreproductive developmental transitions (Hirsch
et al. 2014b) and tassel traits (Gage et al. 2018).

10.5.2.4 CIMMYT Association Panels
The International Center for Maize and Wheat
Improvement (CIMMYT) has a global mandate
for improving the productivity and sustainability
of maize and wheat in developing countries
(Hoisington et al. 1999). The CIMMYT maize
germplasm bank contains over 28,000 seed
samples, including inbred lines, breeding populations, landraces, and wild relatives. To leverage
this germplasm resource, CIMMYT has developed a number of GWAS panels, primarily to
study grain carotenoid content and drought tolerance. The carotenoid research was conducted
on two panels: a set of 245 diverse maize inbred
lines predominantly derived from tropical and
subtropical adapted maize germplasm (Yan et al.
2010) and the carotenoid association mapping
(CAM) panel consisting of 380 primarily diverse
tropical and subtropical lines assembled by
the HarvestPlus-funded program at CIMMYT
(Suwarno et al. 2015).
The CIMMYT drought panel of 350 inbred
lines was used to test candidates in abscisic acid
(ABA) in response to drought (Setter et al. 2011)
and to conduct GWAS for agronomic trait
(Xue et al. 2013) and metabolic (Zhang et al.
2016) responses to drought as compared to

well-watered conditions. In addition, the
drought-tolerant maize for Africa (DTMA;
*250–300 lines) and improved maize for African soils (IMAS; *400 lines) panels were
combined to identify a major QTL for resistance
to tar spot complex (Mahuku et al. 2016) and
maize lethal necrosis disease (Gowda et al.
2015). Finally, another collection of 940 African
lines was genotyped (Semagn et al. 2012) and
evaluated disease resistance including Fusarium
ear rot (Chen et al. 2016).

10.5.2.5 Chinese Association Panels
The ﬁrst Chinese association panel was composed of 155 diverse temperate-adapted maize
inbred lines from China (Yang et al. 2010) and
was later referred to as the Chinese association
mapping (CAM155) panel in subsequent publications by the lead authors (Li et al. 2011). This
panel was used in a GWAS study of kernel
carotenoids (Yan et al. 2010), before being
merged with other germplasm to form additional
panels such as the AM508 (see below).
A broader global diverse line panel of
527/513 inbred lines representative of tropical,
subtropical, and temperate germplasm was collected to construct a larger association panel
(Yang et al. 2011). This collection includes 527
lines from the GEM project, CIMMYT maize
breeding programs, elite parents of commercial
hybrids widely used in China, lines derived from
Chinese landraces, and high-oil and highprovitamin A lines; 513 lines were genotyped
with the Illumina MaizeSNP50 array and used
for GWAS of kernel α-tocopherol content (Li
et al. 2012), maize rough dwarf mosaic virus
(Chen et al. 2015), and a large number of plant,
ear, kernel, and yield-related traits (Yang et al.
2014), among many other traits.
More recently, the 527-/513-inbred line panel
above was reduced to a 508-inbred line panel
known as AM508 which was ﬁrst described in an
investigation of kernel oil content (Li et al.
2013). A commonly used subset of the AM508 is
a set of 368 lines which was subjected to
RNA-seq (Fu et al. 2013). This 368-line panel
was used to investigate many traits and
phenomena such as expression QTL (eQTL),
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regulatory networks, non-coding sequences, and
metabolites in the developing kernel (Fu et al.
2013; Wen et al. 2014; Liu et al. 2017).

10.5.2.6 European Association Panels
A widely used panel in Europe consisted of 375
inbred lines representative of American, European, and tropical maize (Camus-Kulandaivelu
et al. 2006) which included the original
102-inbred subset of the 282 (Thornsberry et al.
2001) and a unique set of 153 inbreds derived
from self-pollinating European landraces. This
panel was used to study epistatic interactions in
Opaque2 for kernel traits (Manicacci et al. 2009),
flowering time (Durand et al. 2012; CamusKulandaivelu et al. 2006), and phenology and
plant architecture traits (Bouchet et al. 2016).
A set of 289 diverse dent inbred lines from the
Americas, Europe, and China has been assembled to investigate genomic and metabolic prediction of heterosis (Riedelsheimer et al. 2012a)
as well as GWAS for leaf metabolites and
biomass-related traits (Riedelsheimer et al.
2012b).
Another recent association panel, of sorts, is
comprised of two separate panels of 306 dent and
292 flint maize inbred lines based on collections
of Spanish, French, and German breeders from
the Cornfed Project. These are often evaluated as
hybrids with the opposite heterotic group (i.e.,
flint panel crossed with dent tester and vice
versa). This panel has been investigated for cold
tolerance (Revilla et al. 2016).
10.5.2.7 Other Association Panels
Private industry has also used association analysis using their propriety germplasm, though few
GWAS studies have been published by industry.
Of those published, Belo et al. (2008) used 553
historically important and current elite maize
inbred lines from Pioneer Hi-Bred to conduct
GWAS for fatty acid content in kernels; 1,487
inbred lines from Limagrain representing elite
European and North American germplasm were
used to investigate northern corn leaf blight (Van
Inghelandt et al. 2012); and Dow AgroSciences
used 300 inbreds, including 215 Dow proprietary
lines of North and South American origin, to
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validate QTL for gray leaf spot (Mammadov
et al. 2015).
Additional trait- and geography-speciﬁc panels have been assembled. For example, the
300-inbred line panel of Warburton et al. (2013)
was used to investigate resistance Aspergillus
flavus, aflatoxin accumulation, and drought
(Warburton et al. 2013; Farfan et al. 2015).
A subset of 287 these 300 lines has been used to
map resistance to corn earworm and associated
metabolic pathways (Warburton et al. 2018).
A Brazilian panel of 183 lines was assembled to
conduct GWAS for Fusarium ear rot resistance
(Coan et al. 2018), but is being expanded to 335
(M. Warburton, personal communication). A set
of 240 Indian and CIMMYT lines were analyzed
for associations with yield and yield component
traits under drought conditions (Thirunavukkarasu et al. 2014).

10.5.3 US NAM
The US NAM consists of 5000 RILs derived
by crossing 25 diverse maize lines to B73
(McMullen et al. 2009). The 25 diverse inbred
lines were chosen as parents to maximize diversity encompassed in the 282 association panel
(Flint-Garcia et al. 2005) and preserve historic
linkage disequilibrium (Yu et al. 2008). Each
parental line was crossed to B73, the inbred
chosen for the reference genome. The F1 plants
were then self-pollinated by single seed descent
for six generations to create a total of 200
homozygous RILs per family, for a total of 5000
RILs which were originally genotyped with 1536
SNPs (McMullen et al. 2009) and subsequently
by GBS. Beneﬁts of using the US NAM population for QTL mapping include broader genetic
diversity, higher mapping resolution than individual biparental populations, and an increase in
statistical power because allele frequencies are
balanced within each family. While the US NAM
population only taps the diversity of 25 founder
lines, it is large enough to address questions
regarding magnitudes of QTL effects, heterosis,
and the mapping of numerous genes controlling
various traits (e.g., Buckler et al. 2009; Poland
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et al. 2011; Cook et al. 2012; Hirsch et al. 2014a;
Handrick et al. 2016; Kump et al. 2011; Tian
et al. 2011; Benson et al. 2015; Brown et al.
2011).

2016a), inflorescence size (Wu et al. 2016), and
flowering time (Li et al. 2015, 2016b).

10.5.6 Multi-parent Advanced
Generation Intercrosses
(MAGIC) and Other
Multi-parent Populations

10.5.4 European NAM
The European NAM population was created by
creating two half-sib panels of 11 and 13 half-sib
families, one for European Dent and one for
European Flint maize, respectively (Bauer et al.
2013). Each of the two panels consists of a
common parent crossed to founder lines that
represent important and diverse breeding lines of
the European maize germplasm. In the Dent
panel, a central line (F353 from France) was
crossed with ten Dent founder lines. In the Flint
panel, the central line (UH007 from Germany)
was crossed with 11 Flint founder lines. In
addition, each of the common parents was crossed with B73, and the reciprocal populations
F353xUH007 and UH007xF353 were generated.
These additional populations were made to connect the two panels to each other and with the
US NAM population. All progenies are
homozygous doubled haploid lines obtained
from F1 plants. The resulting 24 doubled haploid
populations each consist of 35–129 lines, for a
total of 2,267 doubled haploid lines, and have
been genotyped with the Illumina MaizeSNP50
array (Ganal et al. 2011). The European NAM
population has been used to study recombination
rate (Bauer et al. 2013) and genomic prediction
of yield (Lehermeier et al. 2014).

10.5.5 Chinese NAM
The Chinese NAM (CN-NAM) population was
developed by crossing 11 diverse inbred lines
representing the heterotic groups used in Chinese
maize breeding with the common parent “HZS”
which has wide adaptability and good combining
ability. The F2s were self-pollinated to create
1971 RILs which were genotyped by GBS (Li
et al. 2015). The CN-NAM population has been
used to dissect drought tolerance (Li et al.

Multi-parent advanced generation intercross
(MAGIC) populations have now been developed
for a variety of species including maize, rice,
wheat, and Arabidopsis (Dell’Acqua et al. 2015;
Bandillo et al. 2013; Huang et al. 2012; Kover
et al. 2009). The maize MAGIC population
contains 1636 RILs derived from eight genetically diverse founder lines that were crossed in a
funnel breeding design (Dell’Acqua et al. 2015).
RILs were produced by pooling two-way,
four-way, and eight-way hybrids in 35 independent breeding funnels (subfamilies). Each funnel
was advanced by single seed descent to the F6
generation. This MAGIC population has been
used to investigate flowering time, plant and ear
height and grain size (Dell’Acqua et al. 2015).
The mapping power and resolution of
MAGIC maize are strengthened by high minor
allele frequencies and a rapid decay of linkage
disequilibrium. Similar to the US NAM population, MAGIC maize has broader genetic diversity, higher resolutions than biparental
populations, and a reduction of problems associated with the frequency of rare alleles (Holland
2015). These beneﬁts make MAGIC maize a
useful population for QTL mapping in maize.
A more recent multi-parent mapping method
is called random-open-parent association mapping (ROAM), where RIL populations are
derived from a number of inbred lines crossed in
combinations without an a priori requirement to
interconnect across populations (Xiao et al. 2016;
Pan et al. 2016). In concept, the ROAM method
could be used when merging multiple NAM
panels together, such as the US, CN, and European NAM populations, where different common
hub parents are used and where a variable
number of populations are derived from each
hub. An advantage of ROAM is that additional
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families can be developed and added, as there is
no a priori design to the larger ROAM population. A possible disadvantage is that there may be
lower power for some alleles due to unbalanced
allele frequencies among the parents (Xiao et al.
2017).

10.6

Conclusions

The goal of this chapter was to provide an
overview of methods for genotype-to-phenotype
associations and introduce some of the mapping
resources that are available for study. Detailed
reviews of QTL and GWAS analyses for insect
resistance, fungal diseases, cold tolerance, root
system architecture traits, nitrogen use efﬁciency,
and kernel oil content can be found in other
chapters of this book.
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